Strong influence of non-ideality of electrodes on stability of single domain state in ferroelectric-paraelectric superlattices We study the phase stabilities with respect to small perturbations in ferroelectric-paraelectric superlattices and show that nature of the electrodes characterized by a deviation from the ideal behavior strongly influences the possibility to obtain single-domain state in ferroelectric-paraelectric superlattices.
To demonstrate this, we analyze the limit of stability of the paraelectric and the single domain state in ferroelectric-paraelectric superlattices in contact with top and bottom electrodes with finite screening lengths. The combined analytical and numerical analyses of one bilayer and two bilayer systems are carried out using the Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire formalism and equations of electrostatics. The BaTiO 3 /SrTiO 3 system was considered as an example. Unlike the case of ideal electrodes where the stability limits are independent of the system size, the stability analysis in a multilayer with real electrodes should take into account explicitly the number of the repeating units that makes the algebra very cumbersome, forcing us to consider systems with one and two bilayer stacks only. Extrapolating the difference between the two systems to the cases of many repeating units gives us the possibility to make qualitative but feasible predictions related to those with many repeating units. We observe that in systems with nearly equal thicknesses of the ferroelectric and paraelectric layers, the electrodes with realistic screening lengths lead to dramatic widening of the parametric region where the single-domain state is absolutely unstable expelling the single-domain state to unphysical layer thicknesses and temperatures. This region grows when one goes from a single bilayer to two bilayer system, implying that obtaining a single domain state becomes even less feasible in systems with many bilayers. When electrode properties approach that of ideal in addition to increasing the volume fraction of the ferroelectric component, the effect of growth of the region of absolute instability of the single domain state may remain very strong for relatively thin repeating units (a few nanometers). This tendency will continue with increasing the number of the repeating units. Ferroelectric-paraelectric (FE-PE) multilayers or superlattices are on the agenda of research groups in the search of generating new functionalities via the idea of exposing constituent layers to one another in a periodic manner. Quite a number of systematic experimental and theoretical works are devoted to revealing their interesting properties since early 90s. Despite this effort, it can be stated that the theoretical understanding of properties of these systems is at an initial state and its progress presents many more challenges than previously anticipated. In this paper, we mean by multilayers periodic structures with ferroelectric layers having one polar axis perpendicular to the layer plane as it is the case in BaTiO 3 (PbTiO 3 )/SrTiO 3 stacks coherently grown on SrTiO 3 substrates. In such systems consisting of FE layers contacting PE ones, single domain ferroelectric states imply existence of the depolarizing fields because of interfaces between the layers. A straight consequence of these fields is a tendency to form a ferroelectric domain structure in the superlattices whose theoretical study has been initiated in Ref. 6 by the method employed earlier in the work of Chensky and Tarasenko 28 (for a recent review see Ref. 29) to address a similar problem for a ferroelectric plate with dielectric "dead layer" between the plate and the shortcircuited electrodes. Qualitatively, the obtained results were similar to those of Ref. 28 which is not surprising since the periodic boundary conditions assumed in Ref. 6 were equivalent to the short-circuited conditions of Ref. 28 . Specifically, it was found for superlattices with equal thicknesses of ferroelectric and paraelectric layers that, for small thicknesses, the phase transition from the paraelectric phase is into single-domain (SD) state, while for larger thicknesses it is into a multi-domain (MD) state. Though the assumption about periodical boundary conditions was later found invalid for multidomain states in almost any multilayer of the considered type, 16 the qualitative character of the phase diagram for SD and MD states remains the same. Based on the results of Refs. 28 and 29, it could be expected that upon further cooling after PE-MD phase transition, the stability of the SD state with respect to small perturbations would be recovered though this recovery would lead to a metastable state, This means that, in the ferroelectric layer thickness-temperature (l -T) diagram, there exists a region between two curves of stability loss of PE and SD states with the upper curve being the PE-to-MD transition and the lower curve is the overheating limit of the SD state above which the SD state is absolutely unstable. At sufficiently low thicknesses, these curves merge where the transition from the PE state is into SD state (see Ref. 23) .
The above-mentioned theoretical result has been obtained by assuming the electrodes of the multilayer as ideal, i.e., the electric fields cannot penetrate into the electrode and the bound polarization charges are screened right at the superlattice/electrode interface. This might seem a non-important assumption but our results in Ref. 16 obtained by the same method as that of Refs. 28, 29, and 6 revealed the extreme sensitivity of the ferroelectric phase transition to specific features of the near electrode region of superlattices with ideal electrodes. Implicitly, this meant that the character of the electrodes, in particular, a finite penetration length of the electric field (usually less than 1 Å for metals), may be expected to strongly impact the properties of multilayers. Both this observation and experimental evidence of strong dependence of properties of superlattices on the character of the electrodes 15 motivated us to carry out the present study. We use once again the same method as in Refs. 6, 28, 29, and 16 but abandon the assumption about ideal electrodes so that the electric field is now allowed to penetrate into the electrode a finite distance that we model as a thin dielectric layer (see Ref. 29 for a detailed treatment of the topic). We encounter the same difficulty as any theoretical studies of the multilayers of the considered type: as we have shown earlier, 16 when treating MD states, a seemingly natural assumption that considers the spatial distribution of ferroelectric polarization appearing at the phase transition being periodic along the superstructure is almost always incorrect even in the case of ideal electrodes. There is no reason to expect it to be correct even in some special case if the electrodes are non-ideal. That is why we were forced to restrict ourselves by two simple systems with non-ideal electrodes: one or two units of FE-PE bilayers. The analytical calculations imply, even for these systems, a fairly tedious algebra and cannot be reasonably finished and presented without extensive numerical efforts.
We explicitly show that the quality of the electrodes has a dramatic influence on the region of absolute instability of SD state, which becomes larger with respect to the case of ideal electrodes. The increase is larger for 2 bilayers (2BL) than for 1BL implying increasing of this region with increasing number of units for a system with non-ideal electrodes. The difference is both due to shift down of the curve of stability of SD state and shift up of the curve of stability loss of PE phase. If this tendency continues for systems with more bilayers, this region where only MD phase is possible is the narrowest for 1BL comparing with the systems with the same non-ideal electrodes and larger number of the BL. We would like to emphasize that for BaTiO 3 /SrTiO 3 systems, which we take as a model system, we find no room for SD state for equal thickness of the layers at physically meaningful temperatures and layer thicknesses for realistic parameters of the electrode even in the case of 1 BL. It is expected to be even more so for larger number of the BL units given the above mentioned tendency. For systems where the FE layer is considerably thicker than the PE one, the stability limit of the SD state, in the presence of real electrodes, can be above room temperature in multilayers considered here. The limit of SD stability region of the 2 BL system, however, corresponds to relatively lower temperatures than the 1 BL one, allowing us to conclude that the SD stability for systems with many units will be less feasible. This qualitative outcome is the same as that of the case where FE and PE layers have equal thickness.
We address the problem within the same continuous medium approach that was used in several previous works. Basically, we study the limits of stability of the PE phase and the SD state of the ferroelectric phase. The method can be traced back to the book 30 where it was used to find critical fields of type-II superconductors within the GinzburgLandau theory. It was later applied to ferroelectrics by Chensky and Tarasenko 28 followed by several other authors (see, e.g., Refs. 6, 16, 23, and 26). The non-ideality of the electrodes we model by a very thin "dead layer" at the electrode surface. This is almost equivalent to introducing the Thomas-Fermi screening length to take into account partial penetration of electric field into the metal, see Ref. 29 . We have taken into account only electrostatic effects of interfaces between the layers and between the material and the electrodes because of the above mentioned difficulties in the calculations.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, the method used is shortly outlined. In Sec. III, we find the limits of stability of the paraelectric phase, i.e., temperature of paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transition. We carry out the calculations for 1BL system with real electrodes and only report the results for 2BL ones that are obtained by the very same method as for 1BL but with a much more involved algebra due to the presence of more interfaces at which boundary conditions apply. In Sec. IV, we find the limits of stability of SD state. This limit is not a SD to MD transition. This transition, which we do not find, is discontinuous 29 and what we find in this study corresponds to the limit of superheating of the SD state, i.e., its existence during application wise desirable time can be realized (if possible at all) only below the calculated temperatures of the stability loss. In Sec. V, we compare and comment on the FE layer thicknesstemperature ðl À TÞ phase diagrams for different electrodes and for two values of thickness ratios of the layers. In Sec. VI, we summarize the results of the paper emphasizing simplifications made when obtaining these results.
II. METHOD
We consider the BaTiO 3 /SrTiO 3 system strained on a thick SrTiO 3 substrate (see Figure 1 for the schematics). Using the notations of Ref. 23 , the properties of the ferroelectric are described by the equation of state within the Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire (LGD) theory
where the gradient terms are in accordance with the tetragonal symmetry of the paraelectric phase. Here, P z is ferroelectric polarization normal to the plane of the stack, g and g are the coefficients of gradient energy, and E z is the electric field. A in Eq. (1) is the "misfit modified" 31 coefficient containing the temperature dependence given as
Þ=ðe 0 CÞ withT C being the transition temperature of the stress free crystal in the absence of depolarizing fields, e 0 is the permittivity of vacuum in International System of Units (SI), C is the Curie constant, u m is the misfit strain, and Q 12 , S 11 , and S 12 are electrostrictive and elastic compliance constants of the FE crystal. The coefficient B is positive since according to Ref. 31 the first order PE-FE phase transition in BaTiO 3 becomes a second order one because of partial clamping by the substrate. Note that A is modified by the misfit term and therefore the transition temperature will be shifted fromT C to T C , where we denote the latter as the transition temperature of the strained film in the absence of depolarizing fields. For a film of BaTiO 3 grown on SrTiO 3 , this shift is almost to 600 C as also documented by several previous works in addition to experimental studies reporting transition temperatures as high as 500 C . 32 The difference is not surprising because, in particular, one has to expect a strong contribution to this transition temperature from the depolarizing fields.
As it is explained in Refs. 28 and 29, it is reasonable for thicknesses of the ferroelectric material larger that of the atomic lengths to restrict ourselves to a simpler form of Eq. (1) as
One also needs to take into account the (indirect) influence of P z on other degrees of freedom. The most important of them is the polarization along x,y (nonferroelectric) axes. Since E z ðx; yÞ implies the presence of E x and E y via the electrostatic equation curl E ¼ 0, one has to consider this field together with the polarization components P x , P y which we shall implicitly take into account by introducing the dielectric constant e ? along the plane of the structure. The electric field in the paraelectric with the dielectric constant e p also exists due to the ferroelectric polarization in the FE layer, as well as in the two dead layers with the dielectric constants e e1 and e e2 . The system of equations become complete by adding div D ¼ 0,
where D ¼ e 0 e p;e1;e2 E in the paraelectric or the dead layers and D ¼ ðe 0 e ? E x ; 0; e 0 e b E z þ P z Þ in the ferroelectric one. In the latter formula, we have introduced the so-called "base" dielectric constant, e b , which is assumed to model the nonferroelectric polarization along z-axis apart from P z which designates here not the total z-component of the polarization but only its "soft part" corresponding to the order parameter. 33 To find the condition of loss of stability of a state with respect to small perturbations, one has to linearize Eq. (2) near the value of P z in a given state, i.e., near P z ¼ 0 for the PE phase or, for the SD state, near the spontaneous polarization, P zs . The former will be used to find the temperature of the PE-MD state transition and the latter to find the limit of stability of the SD state. One has to study the existence of solutions of the obtained system of linear differential equations subject to the relevant boundary conditions in both cases. A phase (state) is stable with respect to small perturbations when the only possible solution is zero (trivial). Appearance of non-zero (non-trivial) solutions signals the way of loss of stability of the considered phase (state), and specifically this loss is with respect to a form of the ferroelectric polarization distribution which is represented by the solution (see Ref. 29) . Within this formulation of the problem, there is infinite number of ways of the stability loss represented by infinite set of polarization distributions. Of course, they are not real; they are virtual possibilities of the stability loss. The real loss of stability of the paraelectric phase occurs with respect to a single form of the polarization distribution among this infinite number of possible solutions and corresponds to the maximum value of A when studying stability of the PE phase and to the minimum value of A when studying stability of the SD ferroelectric state. The criterion of the aforementioned choice is that the loss of stability with respect to this solution occurs the earliest when moving from the state of stability, which occurs either when cooling down from the PE phase or when heating up from the SD state, i.e., it corresponds to the highest temperature in the case of PE phase and to the lowest one in the case of SD ferroelectric state.
Our choice of the system for consideration is worth commenting on also. Apart from a great experimental interest, we found the BaTiO 3 /SrTiO 3 system simpler than others, in particular, PbTiO 3 /SrTiO 3 . This is important because the effects of the electrodes proved to be very dramatic from one side but very difficult to treat from the other. So that it is worthwhile to demonstrate electrode effects just for the simplest case. We consider our results mainly as qualitative given that it proved unfeasible to obtain numerical results for systems with more than two bilayers even when taking into account electrostatic effects only. In view of this, it seems reasonable to simplify the problem for the BaTiO 3 /SrTiO 3 system as well. Specifically, we neglect temperature dependence of the dielectric constant for the directions perpendicular to the polar axis (e ? ). This quantity is known, since long ago, to be important for the domain structure formation (see, e.g., Refs. 16, 28, and 29). In bulk uniaxial ferroelectrics, this quantity can be usually considered as temperatureindependent. This is not, however, the case when the uniaxiality (tetragonality) is due to misfit strain imposed on a material which is cubic in the paraelectric phase. For BaTiO 3 / SrTiO 3 system, the value of e ? in the paraelectric phase of BaTiO 3 changes from about 100 at T ¼ 600 C to about 350 at À273
C. When studying stability of this phase, we use an intermediate value of 250. Note that such a simplification would be impossible for the PbTiO 3 /SrTiO 3 system where e ? of the paraelectric phase becomes infinite at T ¼ 123 C so that temperature dependence of e ? should be explicitly taken into account when treating domain formation in this system. In SD state, the value of e ? is influenced by the value of spontaneous polarization. Taking into account that, for the cases considered in this work, the SD state never exists at temperatures higher than 200 C (for realistic parameters of the electrodes as we demonstrate), we find that e ? changes from 100 to about 350 in this state. We fix this value once more as 250 when studying stability of this state. Note that choosing of the minimum or maximum values of e ? of SD state does not change significantly the results. The dielectric constant of SrTiO 3 is also taken as temperature-independent and equal to 300 which corresponds to the room temperature value. At T ¼ À200 C, this constant is already about 1000 and becomes much higher close to 0 K. This underlines once again that our results for low temperatures should be considered rather as illustrative than definite.
III. LIMIT OF STABILITY OF PARAELECTRIC PHASE
To simplify the problem, we consider that the ferroelectric is isotropic in the x-y plane and paraelectric is also isotropic in all directions. Then, the nontrivial inhomogeneous solutions appear simultaneously along all the directions in the x-y plane. Therefore, it is sufficient to consider polarization distributions along one direction only, which we identify as the x-axis. According to the statement of the method in Section II, one can express the linearized constituent equation for the ferroelectric polarization, P z , as
Since we are considering slabs infinite along the plane, we can present the x-dependence of all the functions in form of a Fourier series, e.g., P z ðx; zÞ ¼ P P zk ðzÞ cos kx, and the electric potential u, from which the electric field E z is calculated, can be expressed as uðx; zÞ ¼ P u k ðzÞ sin kx to see that the system of the partial differential equations decomposes into ordinary differential equations. It is convenient to use the electrical potential uðx; zÞ instead of the electric field. Inserting the Fourier form of the polarization and the electrostatic potential, Eq. (3) converts into an algebraic equation
and for a given k the system of our equations then acquires the form
where
for the ferroelectric. For the paraelectric layer and the dead layers, we have the Laplace equation expressed in terms of the Fourier components
The boundary conditions at interfaces between two dielectrics are the standard electrostatic ones: continuity at the interface of the potential and of the component of D normal to the plane. We are considering short-circuited system putting the potential to zero at surface of the ideal metal electrodes which represent the bulk of the real metallic electrodes in our case since the surfaces of the electrodes are considered to have dead layers (behaving like a dielectric where the electric field can penetrate). The loss of stability occurs when e k < 0 only 28, 29 and in this case the general solution of Eq. (5) is a linear combination of sin qz and cos qz; where
while the general solution of Eq. (7) is a linear combination of sinh kz and cosh kz. Now we shall consider one bilayer with two real electrodes, i.e., we have a system consisting of an ideal metal (z < 0), the first "dead layer," i.e., a linear dielectric with e ¼ e e1 (0 < z < d 1 ), the ferroelectric (
, the second "dead layer," i.e., again a linear dielectric with e ¼ e e2
. The solutions for the potential in the four non-metal regions between z ¼ 0 and
are convenient to write down in the form
The presence of the ideal metal at z < 0 is taken into account in Eq. (9) via assigning zero potential. The convenience of choice of other arguments will be seen below.
From the conditions at the interface between the first dead layer and the ferroelectric at z ¼ d 1 , i.e., between the real metal and the ferroelectric, we have
or
From the boundary conditions at the interface between the ferroelectric and the paraelectric (z ¼ l þ d 1 ), we have
and
and using the condition at the interface between the paraelectric and the second dead layer (z ¼ l þ l 1 þ d 1 ) we have
and 
Finally, at the interface between the second dead layer and the ideal metal, we have
which, after substitution of Eqs. (19) and (21) 
This is the condition of existence of nontrivial solutions for a given k of transcendental equation for je k jðkÞ ¼ je ks jðkÞ at the point of loss of stability of the paraelectric phase with respect to a "polarization wave" with a given k. In what follows, we considered the case of identical electrodes only (6), we find A s ðkÞ which is the value of A corresponding to the loss of stability of paraelectric phase with respect to a "polarization wave" P z ðx; zÞ ¼ P zk ðzÞ cos kx. The function P zk ðzÞ is calculated from the corresponding "potential wave" with the help of Eq. (4), while the potential wave is given by Eq. (10) where, after solving the system of Eqs. (13)- (25) (possible if Eq. (26) is fulfilled), only one of the constants E; D remains undefined. This constant plays the role of "amplitude" of the polarization wave with respect to which the stability is lost for a given k. This amplitude is not defined in a stability loss analysis. The next step is to find maximum of function A s ðkÞ, which we denote as k ¼ k c . The value A s ðk c Þ defines the real temperature of the stability loss and it is what we present in the plots. A small but important part of the calculations can be performed analytically.
Although it refers to nonphysical regions of both thicknesses and temperatures, the results can be used to check the validity of the numerics and for qualitative explanation of some results for the physical regions. Specifically, in the limit l ! 0, the loss of stability of PE phase is always with respect to appearance of the SD state. This has been shown first in Ref. 28 and then confirmed by several authors for different systems. The physical reason is that diminishing of the depolarizing field due to domain formation is most effective when the domain width is much less than the layer thickness and is ineffective in the opposite limit. A formal mathematical proof for the systems studied in this work can be found in supplementary material Sec. 2. 35 Since the coefficient B in Eq. (1) is positive, this means that in this limit there is a PE-SD phase transition of second order. The temperature of this transition is easy to calculate. It is sufficient to consider the limit k ¼ 0 in Eq. (26) . This corresponds to the loss of stability of PE phase with respect to formation of SD state. One finds
or, using Eq. (6)
At l ! 0 and with fixed ratio of thicknesses of FE and PE layers (l=l 1 ), we find that if stability loss of PE state is with respect to SD state it is given by the condition
For two bilayers with two real electrodes, the calculations are similar but more lengthy. Instead of Eq. (26), we obtain
The rest of the procedure is the same as for the case of 1BL. For the limit k ¼ 0, we have now
At l ! 0 with fixed ratio of thicknesses of FE and PE layers (l=l 1 ), Eq. (30) gives the same value of A for the stability loss as Eq. (34)
This is in a strong contrast with the case of ideal electrodes
Since e p ) e b , the temperature for the transition corresponding to Eq. (36) is much higher than that corresponding to Eq. (35) . This observation is important for interpretation of differences between the phase diagrams for ideal and non-ideal cases (see below).
IV. LIMIT OF STABILITY OF SINGLE-DOMAIN FERROELECTRIC STATE
As mentioned in Sec. II, to study stability of the SD state we have to linearize Eq. (2) near the value of spontaneous polarization (P zs ) in this state. Putting
substituting into Eq. (2), and omitting nonlinear in P 0 z terms, we obtain
given that
since the SD state is homogeneous as we suppose interfaces neither promoting nor hampering ferroelectricity. Calculation of P zs and E zs , the depolarizing field in SD state in multilayers with homogeneous polarizations of the ferroelectric and paraelectric, was done by many authors and it is quite straightforward to take into account the presence of the real electrodes (the dead layers). Consider a system of N bilayers with real electrodes. Since the electric displacement vector, D, is constant along the dielectric part of the system, we have from
where E d1;2 and E p are electric fields in the dead layers and the paraelectric, respectively. From these equations and the condition of short-circuiting
one obtains
Substituting Eq. (41) into Eq. (38) we find
and substituting into Eq. (37) we obtain a homogeneous equation
Since Eq. (44) is analogous to Eq. (3), one has just to substitute A for A in Eqs. (3) and (6) to find the conditions of loss of stability of the SD state with respect to perturbations with given k instead of Eqs. (26) and (31) . Recall that the temperature of real loss of stability of the SD state corresponds to the minimal value of A s ðkÞ found from these equations after substitution of A for A and putting correspondingly N ¼ 1, 2.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results for the stability loss curves in the temperature-thickness plane are provided in Figs. 2(a)-2(d) . Every figure contains curves for the ideal electrode case (this case is presented in more detail in the supplementary material 1, see Ref. 35 ). By putting (26) and (31) and curves for 1 BL and 2 BLs with non-ideal electrodes considering one of two cases: one is with realistically non-ideal electrodes:
and e e1 ¼ e e2 ¼ e e ¼ 10 so that d=e e is close to that of reported for SrRuO 3 in Ref. 36 and of "almost ideal" electrodes with d ¼ 1Å and e e ¼ 100. In the rest of the text, we call "realistically non-ideal electrodes" as "non-ideal" and the other case as "almost ideal." Both cases are studied for two ratios of thicknesses of ferroelectric and paraelectric layers FE/PE ¼ l=l 1 ¼ 1=1 (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) ) and FE/PE ¼ 5=1 (Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) ). The interval of experimentally studied ratios FE/PE is very broad from 1/30 in Ref. 6 to 10 in Ref. 15 , but since our aim is to reveal mainly qualitative and semi-quantitative tendencies we restrict ourselves by the two above options. The more that to demonstrate our main qualitative result we need not to consider small values of the ratio, see below. The lines of the stability loss for the PE phase are designated as PE/MD which means the loss of stability of PE phase with respect to formation of MD state. Similarly, SD/MD line denotes the loss of stability of SD state with respect to formation of MD state. Note that while the PE/MD line is a boundary of thermodynamic stability of both of PE and MD states, a similar statement is not correct about SD/MD line. The matter is that while the phase transition between PE and MD states is continuous (second order), the transition between SD and MD states is discontinuous. 29 Thermodynamically, such phase transitions occur when both phases are stable and their energies are equal. Loss of stability of SD state which we consider occurs at a higher temperature (the limit of the overheating), i.e., the region of thermodynamical instability of the SD phase is broader than according to our calculations.
We provide results for temperatures down to À273 C, i.e., to almost absolute zero and for thicknesses of the ferroelectric layer (l) beginning with zero, i.e., we include subatomic thicknesses though in a very small part of l-axis. This is made for convenience of presentation of the results of the continuum medium theory: the case for l ! 0 is possible to treat analytically as it was shown above. Broader range of temperatures including the non-physical ones is presented in supplementary material 3 once again for a better comprehension of the mathematical results. In all Figs. 2(a)-2(d) , the curves for systems with non-ideal electrodes are below the curves for ideal electrodes which could be, of course, anticipated. What is, however, unexpected are magnitudes of some shifts together with their dependence on BL number, i.e., the difference between 1BL and 2BL cases.
Beginning with FE/PE ¼ 1/1 (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) ) we see SD/MD curves, while in the unphysical region in the nonideal electrode case, they are in the physical region for "almost ideal" electrodes. However, it is not certain whether the SD state is thermodynamically stable or metastable in the range shown in Fig. 2(b) for the reasons discussed above. Remarkable here is the lowering of temperature of phase transition from the PE state for "realistically non-ideal electrodes": it is 200 to 300 C for l > 3-4 nm and even a more rapid fall of the phase transition temperature for smaller thicknesses. For l < 1:5 nm (Fig. 2(a) ), there is no phase transition from the paraelectric phase in the system. The precise numerical values are not of much importance here. In fact, these results seemingly contradict to experimental data of Ref. 37 where ferroelectric phase transition at T ¼ 70 K has been observed in 1:6 nm BaTiO 3 film on dielectric SrTiO 3 substrate and without top electrode (but in air). The phase transition temperature in such a system is naturally expected to be lower than according to our results, whilst just the opposite is observed. However, there are several possible reasons of such disagreement beginning from our use of temperature-independent values for e ? and e p , while at low temperatures they are several times higher than what we used as it was discussed above. This shortcoming is relatively easy to remedy unlike the uncertainty in numerical value of the constant g that was commented on in Ref. 34 where we have retrieved this constant from. The real information reported by Fig. 2(a) is that influence of non-ideality of the electrodes is quite strong, especially for small thicknesses and that the temperature of the phase transition is higher for 2BL systems than for 1BL ones. If this tendency remains at further increase of the BL number one might, probably, expect that the PE/MD curve for superlattices with high number of repeating units is fairly close to the case of ideal electrodes.
An opposite situation occurs for the SD/MD curves (for non-ideal electrodes) which are beyond the physical region of the FE/PE ¼ 1/1 ( Fig. 2(a) ) but are partially within physical T-l regime for FE/PE ¼ 5/1 (Fig. 2(c) ). The qualitative character of the phase diagram is the same both for 1/1 and 5/1 cases which is seen when the non-physical region is also presented (see supplementary material 3 (Ref. 35) ) so that it is sufficient to comment on the 5/1 case. One sees that the SD/MD curve for 2BL system is below the 1BL one. If this tendency remains at further increase of the BL number, one should consider our results for region of absolute instability of SD state as the lower limit for this region, i.e., for superlattices with large number of BLs the region of absolute instability of SD state should be wider. Note that the behavior of the SD/MD curve is qualitatively different for ideal and non-ideal electrodes: the curve goes from upper left to lower right in the ideal case, but from lower left to upper right for non-ideal electrodes. The reason is the dramatic difference in position the l ¼ 0 point in the two cases (compare Eqs. (35) and (36)). In the non-ideal case, this point is very far in the non-physical region: approx. À21 400 C for the material constants which we use, and this is practically the beginning for the SD/MD curve which is in non-physical region not only for temperature but also, of course, for thicknesses which is much smaller than the unit cell distance. The curve climbs up already in the region of unphysical thicknesses (see Fig. 3 ) but this still corresponds to unphysical temperatures all the way until around several unitcell thickness after which it continues to go up with increasing of thickness of the FE layer. It is clear that physically, the more the thickness the easier for the ferroelectric to diminish the depolarizing field due to formation of the domain structure so that in the limit of large l the behavior of systems with non-ideal and ideal electrodes is similar. Note that due to the non-ideality of the electrodes, a dramatic decrease of region occurs where the SD state is either stable or metastable. Only in Fig. 2(d) , i.e., for FE/PE ¼ 5/1 and "almost ideal" electrode situation, this region is completely within physically meaningful intervals of T and l. Recalling that for l ! 0, the phase transition from paraelectric phase is (formally) always into a single domain state; let us also compare the thicknesses until which this statement remains valid (formally, of course, since we also include now the subatomic thicknesses) in the cases of ideal and non-ideal electrodes. One sees from Fig. S1 of the supplementary material 35 that in the case of ideal electrodes, this thickness is about 0; 4 nm if FE/PE ¼ 1=1 nm, while for the same FE/PE ratio but for "non-ideal electrode" it is profoundly in the non-physical region, see Fig. 3 . The exact value of À21 400 C for the "phase transition into SD state" at l ! 0 has been obtained from Eq. (35) and the limit when l ! 0 in the curve is obtained from numerical solution of Eq. (26) (see the horizontal line in the unphysical regime approx. À21 000 C in Fig. 3 ), which also served us as an excellent test of the correctness of the numerical procedure and precision. Two considered variants of the FE/PE volume fraction seem to give sufficient qualitative information about absolute FIG. 3 . PE/MD and SD/MD stability limit curves including the unphysical temperature/thickness regime. Please note that due to the strong overlap, it is difficult to distinguish the curves, especially below 1 nm FE thickness. Black data are for the PE/MD and the red data are for the SD/MD. The dashed blue line indicates the analytical solution of À21 400 C .
instability of SD state. The choice of 1/1 option hardly needs justification. This is a natural starting point. We see that the SD/MD curve for this option is well beyond the physical region for the used material constants. Naturally, one would want to have the SD/MD curve inside the physical region because it is of practical interest for applications. To this aim, we increase the volume fraction of the ferroelectric material, i.e., go to the 5/1 case and achieve our goal, at least partially. We have no motivation to check with volume fractions corresponding to FE/PE < 1 because it would shift the SD/MD curve even further into the non-physical region.
Recall that increase in the BL number shifts the SD/MD curve to even lower temperatures if the tendency revealed when comparing 1BL and 2BL cases persists for higher numbers of the repeating units.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The main message of this paper is that influence of nonideality of the electrodes on properties of ferroelectricparaelectric superstructures is unexpectedly strong. As a result of this influence, it could be problematic to obtain single-domain states in the superstructures and special conditions seem necessary to achieve this goal. In addition, it is very challenging to treat the superlattices with non-ideal electrodes and in multi-domain states analytically since this involves quite a lengthy algebra which becomes tedious the more is the number of repeating units in the considered superstructure. That is why we were forced to limit ourselves by systems with one and two ferroelectric-paraelectric bilayers speculating that the differences in properties of the systems give us a qualitative insight into properties of superlattices with many repeating units. It is highly desirable, of course, to explicitly confirm the guesses. Only electrostatic effects have been taken into account and no specific properties of different interfaces: between the layers and between the electrodes and the material. This is, once more, because of technical complexity of the problem as well as lack of reliable information about the interfaces.
